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The Situation
In May of 2016, Randall-Reilly had just completed a soft-launch
of our new data product that allows fleets to gain intel and take
action on active driver applicants. The marketing team needed
to support the launch, so we collaborated with the product
and sales team to devise a multi-channel campaign.
We weren’t expecting a huge response because this audience
wasn’t familiar with the RigDig brand. We were also uncertain
how this audience would respond to a data platform. But the
results exceeded our expectations for the campaign.
Just as importantly, we gained some key insights into how this
audience responds to different channels.

The Audience
We needed to reach trucking fleets so naturally we turned
to our CCJ brand for our audience targeting. The brand
reaches more than recruiters at fleets, but because we
wanted to drive broader brand awareness for RigDig among
fleets, it was the perfect audience.
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The Campaign
PHASE 1 MAY 2016
In Phase 1 of the campaign, we primarily wanted to build familiarity
with the RigDig brand for this audience and introduce the new
subscription for recruiting drivers. We did want leads, but only
inbound leads, so our call-to-action (CTA) was to request a demo.

Channels Used:
• CCJ 2-page spread print ad
• CCJ banner ads on the website and in the newsletter
• CCJ website traffic retargeted across the Google Display Network

Our 2-page spread
print ad in CCJ
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PHASE 2 JULY 2016
For Phase 2, we introduced content to nurture the leads: a
slideshow on The Top 10 Technologies to Recruit Drivers and a
brochure on the platform. Prospects that downloaded the slideshow
were given the options of requesting a demo and download the
brochure. We again kept leads qualified as inbound demo requests.

Channels Used:
• CCJ’s and Randall-Reilly’s recruiting lists matched on Facebook
• Randall-Reilly recruiting email list
• CCJ website traffic retargeted across the Google Display Network

Our facebook ad
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Results & Insights
Print was a big winner for us, helping drive hundreds of demo
requests, slideshow and brochure downloads. Not surprising,
as print is consistently the preferred source of information, and
drives the most online action after reading, according to CCJ’s
research of their fleet audience.

1

Our print landing page had the second
highest conversion rate.
•
•
•
•
•

Email landing page: 53.54%
CCJ print landing page: 14.56%
Facebook landing page: 7.49%
CCJ digital landing page: 2.06%
Display landing page: 1.25%

The email landing page rate was expectedly high
since we targeted an engaged email list accustomed
to hearing from us on a regular basis.
We were able to measure the print page by using
a URL that forwarded to a designated landing page
with UTM parameters.
We didn’t use a tracked phone number on the print ad,
because at time, we weren’t set up to field inbound calls.
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2

The print ad “click-through-rate”
was excellent.
•
•
•
•

Email CTR to Sends: 6.08%
Facebook ad CTR: 1.63%
Display ad CTR: 0.22%
CCJ print ad CTR: 0.16%

The print CTR was high, especially when you consider
that we included the entire circulation list of 96,500
as impressions for our calculation. Remember that the
average banner CTR right now is .06%, and by “click” we
mean “someone typed in the unique URL in the print ad.”
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3

Display ads doubled
conversions when the
magazines were delivered.
While there was no change in the display ad
CTR, the daily conversion rates for the landing
pages doubled for a few days after the print
hit. The “print effect” applied in both phases
of the campaign and to our banners on the
Google Display Network and our banners on
CCJ’s website and newsletter.
The “print effect” also did not apply to the first
month of the campaign. We had optimized
the campaign for clicks … which we realized
was prioritizing text ads. We knew that the
branding of the campaign was stronger with
the banner ads, so we adjusted the campaign
to optimize for impressions. After revising the
campaign strategy, the results stayed level
until the next issue of CCJ hit. That’s when
we saw our demo requests double from our
display and CCJ digital ad landing pages.

June

July

Print Delivery
Conversion Rate
Display Ad CTR
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Lessons Learned
1. Target your specific audience on every channel you
(and they) use, including print.
2. Consistent branding makes a big difference in
performance.
3. Optimize campaigns for the outcome you really
want to achieve.

If you would like to schedule a free demo, visit RigDigBI.com
or call 800-288-8262.
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